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cyberghost vpn offers no kill switch, and there's no way to turn it on. the company
does offer an option to lock your device, though. this would prevent it from
connecting to sites that your device isn't currently connected to. it's unclear
whether this feature is always on, or whether it's an option you can turn on at will. if
you're looking for a vpn that's great for torrenting or streaming, this is definitely not
the vpn for you. cyberghost has no data caps and unlimited bandwidth, but it was
painfully slow. i often found myself waiting minutes for a page to load. cyberghost is
also limited to only four simultaneous connections. among the more conspicuous
signs of potential problems, according to proprivacy's review, is the fact that
cyberghost's 5.5-star rating doesn't appear to be a reflection of its features. the
service has been on the market since 2013, but it has not been updated since april
2016, and lacks any mention of the aforementioned 2016 incident in its user
documentation. to create a working setup, you need to download the cyberghost
installer, which is available for windows, mac and linux. we installed the software on
a windows 10 machine, and found it a quick and painless process. once it was
installed, the cyberghost client software automatically started, and it automatically
linked our account. from there, we were able to connect to our router and connect
to the internet through our local vpn. you can also connect from any android or ios
device using the cyberghost android app or cyberghost ios app, respectively. the
apps are available for free, and we suggest downloading them once you've
connected to your vpn. they are a bit buggy, but they do work.
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